Performance Overview

Level up your efficiency with
intelligent, high-speed
document viewing

Modern organizations maintain many different business systems and applications
which contain countless different file types. Opening each of these files often
requires a dedicated application. ARender removes this headache by providing
an intelligent, web-based solution to instantly stream over 300 types of content.
Driving efficiency, productivity, and collaboration, ARender document viewer allows
users to securely view and collaborate on any type of content while optimizing IT
bandwidth and download consumption by streaming the content from their existing
business system.

Increase Process Efficiency

ARender’s high-speed document viewer technology provides
centralized access to files stored in multiple business and ECM
systems. Using streaming technology, ARender significantly
reduces the time spent opening documents, and helps
organizations save millions of dollars a year in IT operations.

Enhance User Performance and Productivity
ARender provides lightning-fast access to files stored in ECM
systems using innovative streaming technology — significantly
reducing the time spent opening even the largest documents.
Once the document is open, users can securely view, annotate,
and share any type of file format from any system.

High-speed
content display

Display documents in less
than 250 milliseconds
from any device

Intelligent
Streaming

Documents are streamed
as images – no need to
download content or
open documents in their
native application.

Centralized ECM
Connect with numerous
ECM and CRM solutions to
stream any type of files
from a single interface

Streamline IT Costs

ARender’s uses streaming technology to display any size file in
milliseconds, using a fraction of the bandwidth and data
download compared to traditional viewers. The solution only
needs a web browser, reducing hardware requirements,
eliminating the need for costly desktop software, and significantly
dropping overall IT costs.

Achieve Business Agility

Organizations can increase profitability and maximize their ECM
investments by standardizing access to information stored in their
different business systems. ARender provides a single view on all
business and ECM systems — eliminating document access
barriers, allowing simple, secure sharing of information, and
enabling fast internal and external collaboration.

Performance
Monitoring

Conduct performance
monitoring on metrics
like traffic volume,
latency and data loss
for all of your business
applications

Try online today at www.ARender.io

